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K to 12 Program is what the educational system is waiting for. It is the answer to the complete the kind of education as required worldwide. In order to transform our learners into more skilled individuals and globally competitive citizens, we need to fully embrace K to 12 Program which sets the standards for the kind of graduates we ought to have.

The primary goal of K to 12 Curriculum is to improve the quality of education in the Philippines. Through spiral progression that is from simple to complex, the child will be provided with a strong foundation and necessary skills as he goes along in order to cope with the succeeding challenges in the field of education and even in real-life conditions.

K to 12 Program is the pivotal key in achieving full development in our country. The 10-year program of basic education was replaced by 12 years wherein two years in Senior High School was added. Within the Senior High School, the students are being prepared for college, for future job and for prospective business.

Moreover, the K to 12 Program develops the learner holistically giving more emphasis on individual abilities, talents and interests. In further gives more practical immersion where the students could land in real workplace like industries, offices and other business establishments.

The big shift that the Philippine government applied aims to produce different practical benefits to the Filipinos to wit: preparedness for college level, readiness to land into jobs, and skill competency for global competition.
In the near future, the impact of K to 12 Program will be felt by the country since this will lead to the national development and progress of the Philippines. Furthermore, our graduates will be recognized internationally since they are well-equipped and well-abreast with the essential knowledge and skills.

Since K to 12 Program gives ample time for our students to study in order to be honed well by our teachers. Thus, they will become more skilled and more competent in their respective chosen fields of study. Likewise, the international recognition is just behind them.

Indeed, K to 12 Program is a must. It is necessary and timely for the world needs K to 12 graduates.

K to 12 Education is what our nation needs. It should continue for the benefit of our country. As nailed by G.K. Chesterton “Education is simply the soul of a society as it passes from one generation to another.”
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